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In response to:
Take the money and run? – Editor’s blog

In response to: Why use a DMC?
We celebrate our 30th anniversary next year at destinations
UNLIMITED and the same question was asked about three
years after we started. DMCs have the local knowledge and
know the hidden gems to secure privileged access to private
areas/venues. For our agency clients we offer destination
showcases that provide exclusive ideas that are not available
to the everyday tourist. Also when the unexpected happens
like a strike or a medical emergency, reputable DMCs
know what to do and how to handle situations. The DMCs
we represent have years of experience; they know what is
happening in their destinations, which hotels or restaurants
are no longer up to scratch and what venues are available, etc.
I have always seen that DMCs are absolutely critical to the
logistics of an event.
Nikki Mitchell, destinations UNLIMITED
Nikki wins an overnight stay for two at The Grand
Hotel Brighton

If Nowhereville, Never-heard-of-it-land
said we should try its destination for an
incentive my response would be “no”. What
clients want is a destination participants
know about and would aspire to... the client
has no obligation to promote hard-toget-to, remote destinations with no airport. It’s a business
deal, after all, not a charitable donation.
Of course, destinations do rise up seemingly from nowhere,
such as Dubai, but they have invested in the product, got
the ground arrangements sorted, promoted it with oodles
of cash and delivered an excellent product, again and again.
Unfortunately not all destinations can say they have gone
through this difficult and costly process and so they do not
deserve to be given a chance.
John Fisher, FMI

Hero to zero - Supplier sounds off
I have to say it was a rather spiteful piece, born out of bitterness
rather than any real facts. We smaller agencies offer a time-saving
service that utilises our relationships with suppliers.
It’s a well-known fact that most bigger agencies are on significant
overrides with the big hotel chains and this narrows down
the options to the client as they only want to work with their
preferred suppliers. Smaller agencies offer the full spectrum of
hotels and venues to their clients; clients that they’ve nurtured
relationships with for many years. They might do it from our
offices or from our spare room - does that matter? For your
anonymous person to suggest that we play no real part in the
industry shows how little they know.
Andy Hammond, Elite Event Connections

Brexit increases are inevitable, but does
‘opportunity knock’?

Hand Picked Hotels - for meetings,
team building and exclusive use
With new seasonal summer menus now available at
Hand Picked Hotels across the UK, we’re giving you
the chance to sample their culinary expertise and
alfresco dining spaces with a great night’s sleep. Simply
enter for your chance to win an overnight stay with a
three-course table d’hote dinner, accommodation in
a classic room and a hearty breakfast the following
morning so you’re rested and ready for the day ahead.
Prize is valid until end of November 2018 and is subject
to availability based on two people sharing a room.
Excludes Saturday nights, the Channel Island hotels,
any travel and any additional charges.
For terms and conditions visit www.meetpie.com

The Editor’s blog
Malcontent marketing
Yes, I know I’m an old curmudgeon and I can’t keep
quiet but it’s my blog column and I’ll do what I like
with it - so brace yourself…

To read more go to www.meetpie.com/
editorsblog
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The increase in staff costs already being experienced by the
hospitality industry is, I am afraid an inevitable consequence
of Brexit. Any sector that employs a large proportion of
non-UK nationals will be hit. Nobody likes uncertainty and
we cannot blame people who are concerned about their future
in this country (despite assurances from the government) for
considering whether it is the place they want to stay and settle
with their families. However Saar Sharon is absolutely right
when he says it brings great opportunity with the potential
employment of groups such as the over 50s, ex-armed forces and
ex-offenders. There is a massive and talented workforce out there
and businesses that realise this and act on these opportunities will
undoubtedly thrive.
Mark Dodds, Roythornes Solicitors

Why use a DMC?
I think their services are invaluable for being out there on the
ground when you can’t be there in person. They are great for
recommending local experience and knowledge of restaurants,
transport and other auxiliary services not to mention any issues
with language barriers etc - but I wouldn’t need to use them for a
venue/accommodation find. If we have established relationships
with venues then we wouldn’t need to use a DMC, however for
something new, different and outside the box I would totally use
a DMC.
Carly Richardson, Pink Grapefruit
I’m sure some of our esteemed clients have excellent negotiating
and buying skills, they still will not get what our well-established,
well-connected DMCs achieve, as we are not buying one-offs.
At the end of the day surely it’s all about buying best for the
end-user? But hey, each to their own modus operandi!
Nikki Rebuck, The Representation Company

Heard on Twitter
Lisa Lernoux-Dock @
LernouxDock
@SITEGlobal reception
@IMEX_Group eating
worms and drinking
Mescal with @meetpie
It’s a tough job.
#VivaMexico
The fresh Group @
freshgroup
Really excited to be
taking part in the
#MITAgencyChallenge
once again! @meetpie
#eventprofs
Jo Wilson @ACE_
Bookings
@meetpie holiday
reading !! #magazine
#Events #Hotels
#incentivetravel
#acebookings
Jennifer Davidson
@Davidson_Jenn
Thanks to @meetpie for
this lovely article on the
recent formal launch of
our Luxury Incentive
Travel Service! Woop
Woop!
Maximize Your Time
@mytevents
With the Manchester
bombing anniversary,
it is uplifting to read
how #Manchester is still
refurbishing, developing
& enhancing. Adapting
and evolving, it is great
to see a community pull
together & overcome
something designed
to pull residents apart.
#eventprofs @meetpie
Clic+ @clicevents18
Do smarter cities make
for smarter meetings?
We loved reading this
article in @meetpie to
discover how connected,
innovative cities are
using technology to
embrace delegate needs
#events #eventtech

Cat Publications
@meetpie
@catpublications

W H Y U S E A D E S T I N AT I O N M A N A G E M E N T C O M PA N Y ?

Ask the experts
I

t wasn’t so long ago that DMCs
really prospered. They were in a
position to process all the billing and
mark up services freely, including
the accommodation and food and
beverage. But those days are gone.
Most clients and agencies want to
bill airlines, hotels and other venues
directly and want to pay net fees to
suppliers. DMCs these days often have
to rely on set fees and are left with slim
pickings while the lion’s share of the
budget passes them by.
The result has been the increased
creation of networks of DMCs – either
by association or acquisition – and this
has enabled them to share marketing
costs and clients. The move has served
them well, while only the narrowest
of niches have provided protection
for those who still fly solo. But what
next? Will clients continue to pay two
sets of fees to intermediaries in this
cost-conscious world?
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Life has never been tougher for the destination
management company (DMC). Cost-cutting and
transparent budgeting have reduced margins
while smaller groups and reduced duration have
piled on pressure. What does the future hold?
Martin Lewis reports
We seek our preferred DMCs on an
event-by-event basis and involve them from
the offset from quotations, recommendations
to cultural understanding
Chi Siroko, WRG

Some will try to avoid the cost of a
DMC if the destination is near, safe and
well-known, but many still want the
comfort of ‘boots on the ground’ – the
insurance of knowing a local professional
can get you out of a hole when the
unexpected strikes.
Lucy Francis, general manager,
cievents, says: “We would never use a
DMC in local or key markets as we have
preferred relationships in those markets
and we will always use our global offices
as our local DMC when we can. But in
certain countries and for certain events
such as incentive programmes, the
relationships the DMC has often means
that they obtain lower rates due to the
volume they procure. As such the pricing
is still as competitive for the client as the
agency going direct.”
That’s the answer given by many
DMCs and it is a powerful one. After
all, why would a hotel give you the same
deal as they give to a DMC who does
business with them year-round?
Jane Sanderson, of Five Star Filler,
who represents DMCs in the UK, agrees
with this argument. “It’s in the interest of
the event organiser to engage the DMC
in sourcing the hotel element,” she says.
“The buying power of a DMC should
not be underestimated. Additionally,
there is the added benefit, within Europe
at least, of not paying VAT if you book
the entire programme through your
DMC. The savings that can make are
not insubstantial.”
Mags Shaw, of Mags Worldwide, who
represents DMCs in the UK market,
says: “UK event agencies do not use
DMCs so much these days for booking
hotels except where there may be VAT/
tax benefits or when the local DMC can
source a new venue at a preferred rate.”
Rob Eveleigh, managing director
of Bristol-based conference organiser
Brightelm, does both. “It’s rare for me to
use a DMC to source a hotel in Europe
but I might do in Central/South America,
Africa, the Middle East or Asia,” he says.
What is clear is that there is a debate
over whether you should contract venues
via a DMC or go direct. Lynne Embling,
of Maidenhead-based Global Incentives,
says: “DMCs are invaluable when it
comes to local knowledge. They are also
essential in the case of emergencies as
they will know the best and quickest way
of dealing with problems. I would always
recommend the use of a DMC for all
ground handling, but where possible
source the hotel separately.”
Chris J Jordan, of Axis Travel Marketing,

At Banks Sadler, we still believe that the
role of a good DMC is invaluable, particularly in
countries where we do not have a presence
Mark Scales, Banks Sadler
says: “Agencies want to use DMCs for
logistics and venue/dining ideas but not
so much for hotel bookings, especially
in Europe where they feel they have the
comfort to do it themselves. However, I
think in ‘emerging’ destinations people
will use a DMC for all their requirements.
Is there a future for DMCs? Yes, but
playing which role?”
Most agree that a good DMC provides
critical local knowledge, relationships,
experience and expertise, but it is clear
that a DMC’s role is changing.
Katrina Rannard, events design
director at BI Worldwide, says: “A
DMC is invaluable when operating – if
the unexpected happens, a DMC is
paramount. We would rarely run an
event without the support of a DMC.
They’re our eyes and ears on the ground.”
Laura Lee, director of client delivery at
fresh, agrees. She added: “To create truly
unique events overseas, the specialised
local insight of a DMC is invaluable.
Their contacts, buying power and access
to exclusive venues and suppliers make
using a DMC more cost-effective and

DMC relationship out and it has only
come back to haunt them in the form
of hidden costs down the line or bad
quality product delivery.”
So if the agencies are such keen
supporters of the assistance a DMC offers,
is there a disconnect between the client
and the DMC? Is it because the client
doesn’t understand the value that a DMC
adds? Do DMCs need to do some work
on changing that perception or do they
just hope the agency is ‘bigging them up’?
Some DMCs argue that there is a
trend in the opposite direction, with
corporate clients deciding to go directly
to the DMC, skipping the event
agency. Bill Prosser, ebullient boss of
Surrey-based The Competitive Edge,
says his DMC is increasingly doing
business with corporate clients. He asks:
“With DMCs easier for end clients
to connect with online, maybe the
question should be ‘what is the future
for event agencies?’”
He says that more than 75 per cent of
large events (billing more than £500k)
come direct to him from overseas

DMCs know what is happening in their
destinations; which hotels or restaurants are no
longer up to scratch, what venues are available
Nikki Mitchell – destinations Unlimited
important in the current economic
climate, especially for the more unusual
experiences that clients are increasingly
looking for.”
Anupa White, director of Principal
Global Events, concurs, particularly with a
new destination. She said: “When going to
a new destination, working with a creative,
trustworthy and logistically sound DMC
partner can make or break an event.”
If DMCs are so important, why are
some clients and agencies prepared to go
direct to hotels and some other suppliers?
As David Heron, co-head of Black
Tomato Agency, says: “I have seen too
many cases to mention where corporates
have tried to cut costs by cutting a

corporate clients while 20 per cent of the
smaller events do the same and this figure
is rising. He adds: “Agencies in many
countries are tending to be used more to
create content and we are employed to
handle the logistics.”
Paul Miller, of Spectra, another
UK-based DMC, says his company’s
business from direct corporate sources is
also growing.
So could this be a trend that threatens
the event agencies? Maxine MacPherson,
of Global DMC Partners, says the
market is constantly evolving. She said:
“The clients are more diverse than
ever – we are doing business with ad
agencies, brand managers, venue finders
Continued on page 28
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Continued from page 27

hotels direct, many smaller agents are still
choosing to book the whole programme
and hotels via the DMCs. We are
surprised all the time but trends can often
be cyclical and clients will come back to
the DMC when they have gone it alone
and then realise the real value they actual
receive from a local partner.”
Jane Baker, of Elgin Consulting
and president of MPI UK & Ireland,
says it is about more than pure cost:
“I don’t think it’s a conversation about
a percentage saving. If the DMC isn’t
doing the work, someone else will
have to – and that still incurs a cost.
That might be a resource in-house for
a corporate, or it might be the event
agency. The work doesn’t go away!
“What most organisers are looking
for is solid expertise, good service levels
and fair pricing. Some DMCs are really
good at that, some are less good. I’d
say that’s when you can do the work
yourself. The line between event agency
and DMC is quite blurred now.
“At George P Johnson, we worked
regularly in some of the same destinations.
On those occasions, we would use DMCs
for temp staff and transportation. The rest,
we did within our agency team. At CWT
Meetings & Events, we did more on the

No matter how much desk-top research
you do, nothing can be a substitute for local
knowledge
Chetan Shah - Micebook

A well-connected DMC can be worth their weight in gold

We know the suppliers (warts
and all!) and have day-to-day
experience of their strengths and
weaknesses
Paul Miller – Spectra
incentive side of things and there was more
need for a DMC.”
Sam Myers, of Sam Myers, Global
cites the unique local knowledge and
access through connections a DMC
can offer. “If you want to hold an
event in a ‘closed’ gallery, station,
government building, palace – especially
if never done before – that’s where a
well-connected DMC can be worth their
weight in gold,” she says.
Ian Taylor, of Team Spirit, gives the
perfect example of how a DMC can save
you from disaster: “When our client
increased delegate numbers by 200 just
three weeks out from a January event in
Dubai with Christmas in between, our
DMC Momento came to the rescue.
They sourced a new venue and helped
us negotiate our way out of the old
contract. You can’t know everything about
everywhere and everyone in every location
– the key is to find the ones that do.”
The DMC isn’t valuable just as an
emergency service – but it’s nice to know
they are there when you need them.
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